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AIMS AND METHODS
This study aimed to study the impact of a chronic, low-intensity, long-volume mechanical stimulation of the leg on tibia structure.
With that purpose, pQCT scans ( XCT-2000, Stratec, Germany ) were taken at regular intervals ( 5% of whole bone length each, no scan at the 50% site, 18 scans/leg; Fig 1 ) in 15 trained long-distance runners ( 9 males ) aged 20-40yr, otherwise normal, and in 10 male and 10 female age-matched
sedentary controls. Indicators of bone mass ( cortical area, total & cortical BMC, ToA, ToC, CtC ), diaphyseal design (periosteal & endocortical perimeters, PeriC, EndoC; cortical thickness, CtTh; bending & torsion moments of inertia, MIs - Fig 2 ), material "quality" ( partial-volume adjusted cortical vBMD, AdjvCtD ) and strength ( Stress-Strain Index, SSI ), and muscle mass ( cross-sectional area, MA ) were determined in each scan as allowed.
Correlations between MIs (y) and CtA ( distribution/mass curves ) or Adj-vCtD ( distribution/quality curves ) evaluated the efficiency of the architectural distribution of the cortical tissue as a function of its availability or "quality" ( mineralization ), respectively. These curves were regarded to assess the ability of
bone mechanostat to optimize the diaphyseal design in order to control the bone's structural stiffness.
The chief questions to answer were:
1. How much does long-distance running practice improves the mineralized mass, cortical material quality, and diaphyseal design and strength of the tibiae with respect to the skeletal status of sedentary people as assessed by pQCT technology in voluntarily recruited individuals.
2. Whether the functional status of bone mechanostat could or not have a role in the determination of these effects.
3. Whether the eventual improvements achieved by long-distance running are or not associated to the mass or the usage of the calf muscles.
RESULTS
All CtA, ToC, PeriC, CtTh, MIs, SSi and MA values were significantly larger in males than females ( Figs 3-7 ). Despite their high-volume physical activity, long-distance runners did not show larger MA than controls ( Fig 7 ). Instead, runners had larger CtC, MIs and SSI than controls, either in absolute
values or adjusted to a same MA value ( Figs 3, 4, 10, 11 & 12; p<0.001 ), especially close to the mid-diaphyses. However, the Adj-vCtD, always higher in females than males, was reduced in both groups of runners ( Fig 5; p<0.01 ). Nevertheless, d/m and d/q curves showed always larger MIs' values for
runners for the same CtC or Adj-vCtD values, respectively ( Figs 8 & 9; p<0.001 ).
INTERPRETATION
Results suggest that bone mass and structure are achieved as a function of the intensity and volume of the mechanical use of the regional muscles, rather than their mass. However, when the volume of that activity is exaggerated, the intrinsic stiffness of cortical bone ( known to be proportional to vCtD )
can be impaired by microdamage caused by excessive remodeling. Nevertheless, the architectural distribution of cortical tissue would be sensitive to exercise volume, perhaps to compensate for the reduction of bone material quality in the runners. Long-distance runners would tend to show both a reduced
"quality" and a better architectural distribution of cortical bone in their tibiae. As a result, runners' tibiae tend to be more robust than those of their sedentary controls for a similar cortical mass or quality, or for the same calf muscle mass, perhaps as a function of the volume of mechanical use of the legs. This
mechanism would improve bone design, but not necessarily bone strength ( SSI calculation does not capture bone microdamage ), as long as runners' tibiae may tend to suffer fatigue fractures.
All these results are in complete agreement with Frost's Mechanostat Theory.

Fig 1. pQCT DETERMINATIONS

Fig 2. EVALUATION OF THE DIAPHYSEAL DESIGN BY THE CSMI ’s

Parameters: contmode 2, peelmode 2, cortmode 1
Thresholds for total & cortical bone = 398.5 and 700.0 mg/cm3.
Pixel size = 0.5 mm.
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The efficiency of distribution of the cortical tissue
concerning relevant mechanical axes
can be evaluated by the moments of inertia of the cortical area
in the diaphyseal cross-section (CSMI’s, or MI’s)
concerning torsion, A-P bending, and lateral bending.
They grow larger when the cortical tissue is distributed
more distally in the cross-section with reference to
z, x and y axes, respectively.

Fig 9. “DISTRIBUTION/QUALITY” RELATIONSHIP (CSMI/Cortical vBMD)

Fig 3. CORTICAL BMC AT EVERY SITE
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The ordinates of the naturally negative relationship between cortical bone tissue distribution (CSMI)
and “quality” (vBMD) improved significantly in all the runners, without any lateral displacement
of the values in the graph. This would indicate a higher efficiency in the modeling-induced
distribution of the compacta as a funciton of its intrinsic stiffness.

Cortical BMC was significantly higher in male (not female) runners
than in their sedentary controls only in the distal half of the tibia.

Fig 7. MUSCLE CSA AT EVERY SITE

Fig 5. CORTICAL vBMD (PVE-adjusted) AT EVERY SITE

Fig 11. MUSCLE-BONE INTERACTIONS - II. Concerning diaphyseal design Fig 12. MUSCLE-BONE INTERACTIONS - III. Concerning bone strength (SSI)
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Is the “mechanical quality” of cortical bone (as assessed by the vBMD)
improved or impaired in the runners ?
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a higher diaphyseal strength
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The cortical vDMO, an indirect indicator of the intrinsic stiffness of the compacta,
tended nonsignificantly but repeatedly to fall in the runners.
In females, this phenomenon was only evident in the proximal tibia.
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The leg muscle CSA was not significantly higher in the runners than in their controls.

Both male and female runners showed a significantly better “distribution/quality”
relationship (CSMI / Cortical vDMO ratio) than their sedentary controls,
for the same calf maximal muscle mass (CSA).

Male runners tended (nonsignificantly) to show higher SSI values
than their sedentary controls
for the same calf muscle maximal mass (CSA).

